JOIN A COLLABORATIVE TEAM

Support for new private practitioners

You will have access to:
Start-up support/advice - ongoing clinical & business support
Use of CATS established name, logo, web presence, SEO
Done-for-you therapy curricula, clinic activities, handouts
Training videos: onboarding, clinical practice, WHMIS etc
An opportunity to own your own clinic, without being alone

Saving for all practices
Joining the collaborative allows practioners to:
Save $ on email & web hosting with flexibility to use your own branding
Save time- upload your reports./forms then thereafter auto-fill them with
client data, assessment scores and preferred pronouns
Save headaches -- scheduling and billing software included in fees
Social media done for you! With opportunity to customize
Save $ and hassle - Access legal documents, such as consent forms, contracts
Be a leader in the field- share your clinical knowledge and reach more families
Learn from the network - keep your skills & resources growing. so your OT
clinicians feel connected & inspired
View client videos - see other OTs doing OT: the best professional development!
Receive ongoing advice and tools to grow your business

Bottom
Line

"There is no such thing as a self-made (wo)man. You will reach
your goals only with the help of others." – George Shinn

JOIN A COLLABORATIVE TEAM
Frequently asked Questions
What is the CATS model? What are CATS values ?
The CATS model is to support clinicians and share resources in order to better
serve our clients, kiddos, families and communities. We strive to ensure that CATS
is a worthwhile investment for clinicians, with high value at reasonable costs. At
CATS we value quality services for clients above all. We also embody a growth
mindset, candour, efficiency, and fostering a collaborative community in and outside
of the practice.

I am just starting out, can I afford to join CATS?
Yes! We have structured our fees to support new and established practices. By
keeping our initial buy in fee low, we strive to make CATS accessible to motivated
OT entrepreneurs. Our monthly % revenue pay, means that while you are small your
fee is small. CATS also wants to ensure that business owners have the ability to
make a profit for the hard work they do, which is why there is a declining scale
to monthly revenue fees, because we know and we want you to grow confidently,
and profitably.

What do I get for my Fees?
You will have access to CATS software which includes a plethora of done-for-you
clinic resources, parent handouts, CATS College training videos, report templates,
quick-score for common assessments, legal forms and more. The CATS software
is a great resource for new clinic owners and is invaluable when building and
training your team. In addition you will have acces to Jane Software, access to
marketing materials including social media posts, our Facebook group and more. By
joining the Collaborative you are receiving efficiency, knowledge, and a crew of
like minded OTs.

Bottom
Line

"The strength of the team is each individual member. The
strength of each member is the team." - Phil Jackson

